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SATYAGRAHA
AND

THE POTENTIALITIES OF THE CONGRESS

[ Report of the lectures and discussions on the National
Situation in the Summer
Camp for Political Study and the
meeting of the Central Executive Committee of the L
]uc of
Radical Congressmen, held at Dehra Dun, May 1940
M. N. ROY: Yesterday, we came to the conclusion that
events occurring since the adoption of our last resolution have
proved our general characterisation of the war to be correct,
and that therefore the resolution requires no essential revision.
Now we shall pass on to the Indian situation. But before
proceding to test our resolution on that subject, let me review
in brief all the main resolutions adopted since the formation
C
o f t h e j ^ R . C. ( ^
#+**
i
For a considerable time before the League was formed,
there were two tendencies among—euraeh^s. Some felt the
necessity of a formal organisation; others were opposed to the
idea. Ultimately, the opinion in favour of giving some formal
organisational shape to our forces gained ground, and at the
time of the Tripuri Congress, it was resolved to form the
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Leagu£^f_^adjcal_C
in our Inaugural Confen

aen.

The resolution was endorsed
>ona.
I

The ol
ith which the League was formed, was to
ci
llise all the radic
id progressive nationalist elements
i/i the country int
revolul
ry party of the people. That
objective. We had pursued it all along. We
ki
it the i
tion of the Congress into are volutionof tl
>le had to be a process. Moreover, we
did not
ve that the whole Congress could be so transf
1. I
tin section, perhaps even a majority,
could b
1 in the process. The nucleus of revolutionary
pe
s party e ted in the Congress; it was felt that some
organisational form must be given to that nucleus
The
U
>ected to perform that function.

!

e shall see if that was a correct step; if it was helpful or harmful; if any revision of that resolution is necessary
or not. The formation of the League has been criticised as a
contradiction of our _prt
attitude. It is said that preUad__opposed the formatiom of parties inside the
Congies^Jjut now we^ have formed oneour-selves. Some
people, who originally identified themselves with the League,
also criticise us in that way. On the other hand, our own
experience may raise certain doubts. Personally, I have been
feelin some. But that does not affect the principle of the
organisation of the League as such. They are about the
organisa nal form of the forces of revolution in our country.
I sh
not explain them at this jitagft.
nle forming the Lgague, we adopted a constitution.
j£_d cts rh=: nrgini^a£ional_structure of the people's party
we propose^toJajiiiLilE,- Y shall have to see, if in all its
dt Is this constitution has turned out to be practicable or not;
whether it requires any revision. While discussing the quesin connection with the formation of the League and
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also its fundamental resolutioi
i 1 a
r in n 1 the
implication of the ob
namely, the
and
mobilisation of the forces of re
ution h
s part
There have been complaints that the
nstitution of the League
cannot be acted upon. If that is so, conclusion will be very
far-reaching. It will mean that a political party of the nature
visualised by us cannot as yet be on .ised in our country.
As to our critics, we must make one poin
r. ( finally, the League was not conceived as a party,, either inside
or outside the Congress. It
a
le of J
1
Congress-men. If in practice it does develop as a party, only
then will arise the question: inside or outside the Congress.
The development inside the Congress would mean continuation
of the process of transforming the Congress into a re>
onary
party; the League will develop as a party outside the Congress
when experience will show that the Congress cannot be so
transformed. Inside the Congress, the League is not a party,
distinct from the mother organisation. It is only the means
for co-ordinating the activities of those Congress en who
constitute the nucleus of the revolutionary people's pa
as
which the Congress must be _re=b- \ if it is
1 the
struggle for the freedom of the Indian masses.
The_se' d resoh
t
reviewed is about the other
oppositional groups inside the Congress and our
them. There is no room for any disci ion on tb
int.
Therefore, our previous resolution stands.
If we bear in mind the result of our discussion yestt iv
on the international si .tion, the discus^
be
very short. Only we have to see
ler ce
stated in our resolution, and which were not
e fully
accented even by some of our own comrades, need any re
in
or not. The general conclusion must stand as a re
yesterday's discussion. The controversy lias be ; n on points
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6, 9, 10 and 11 of our resolution on " India and War. " (a)
Simultaneously, we should also discuss the points 6, 8 and
9 of the conclusions drawn from the analysis of the Indian
situation, (b)

{a) 6. To declare that, in case of the war continuing in
Europe even after the laudable object, which secured India's
spontaneous sympathy, has been largely attained, mots the
onourable attitude on the p
India will be that of neutrality, which of course cannot be absolute so long as India
remainsa parLof the British Empire, and which will therefore
amount to withholding active co-operation, while refraining
om active resistance- because
cannot serve any useful
PUrpOSft. n n t W Ihft ghfpn rirrnmsiAn<=<^.

9. To defend the maximum possible civil libertiesfreedom of press, platfoi
movement and association—so very
essential for the pr<
ion of the final struggle; strategic
positions already won thanks to the support of the masses, not
urrende
cial administrations should not be
1
Jiang
•io_limaa.nrr;itir nfh_rials_or loyalist^politicians;
Congress-men to hold the positions captured by the people on
the parliamentary front; and to retrieve the step in that respect
at the earliest available opportunity.
10. 1 o r<
jruct the Congress Ministries as National
Linistries includi
es of the Muslim League and
other minority communities on the basis"" of proportional
representation.
.
•
11 To solve the problem of Hi
luslim urn in the
(common struggle for_frgedom by__recoi
ng th Muslim
/League > tl
y commanding tl
confidence of
[the majority of the communj
(6) 6. Satyagraha, even i n t h e
a of mass civila^ob©4ieo€e^-is__us^
s as a method ot Elective resistance.
Just as on previous nrrasinns, j.t is I
d \ nd in a collapse
r
or_coHipr©ffl4s€ 1.4*_-_i_will strengthen imp» ial.Bm. •
Under these circumstances, resistance, either by the
Congress officially or by any oppositional group, will seriously
jeopardise the future of India's struggle for freedom.
9.__J_las^ossib1eJg__a__oin' a premature -clash, bound to
end in a -disaster, with"the object of preserving the popular
forces and preparing them for decisive at
n on a more favourable occasion which may come before long. ~"
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The idea of peace appeal is obviously
ated now. It
was a recommendation suitable for the situation prevailing
then. Therefore, there is no longer any need of discussing it
again. There is no difference on the general idea that, under
the given situation, nO active resistance is possible. There has
been some controversy on points 9 and 10. It would be useful
to have some discussion on these points in order to see what
else could be done under the given conditions. The war contiA

nued; and our peace appeal found no response.
t was to
be done. W e rejected the idea of war resistance_.___Qur alternative proposal was to defend the maximum possible civilliberties through the instrumentality of popular ministries
re-constructed as coalitions with the representatives of other__
groups. Some comrades have said that in the midst 0 f a.
revolutionary crisis we cannot talk of civil liberties. Of
irs_e
on the barricades, no body should talk_about them. But it so
happens that we are not on the barricades, nor is there any
chance of our being in that position within a measurable
nr a
future. What is our task thenjL-ltis-to g n i s e our for
to
educate and train tbf™ properly. For that purpose, a certain
measure of relative freedom - of press, platform and association- is essential. The highest form of revolutionary activity
is not possible under the given situa o. When we said that,
The force of our contention was not realised. People thought
that there might be a mass struggle, and in a few months we
might be in the midst of a revolution. To people with such
romantic ideas, our attitude might have
d reformist.
But there should have been no misgivings amongst ourselves.
Since then it has become clear that we alone were not carried
away ^by~TITusions and dreams. W e knew that all talks of
struggle and threats, being mere /demagogvand • hypnrrigy
would end in nothing. Therefore, we suggested something
concrete as the alternative plan of action.
Whenever we say something, we do not do so with the
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object of scoi
debating point. Had I been the president
of the C< ress. I would have acted exactly according to our
proposals. 1'nder the given situation, nothing better could be
done
We adopted the resolution with the fullest sense of
responsibility. Subhas Bose is thundering about struggle; but
when the Working Committee tells him to go ahead with it,
he cannot do anything. If some body kent us on our words, we
can execute our resolution to-day. W e are always ready to
take up the challenge to act according to our resolution,
because we are certain that it can be acted upon.
I am of the opinion that not only our policy was correct
six months ago, but that even to-day no other policy is
possible. A political party which seriously wishes to develop
a revolutionary movement in our country with the object of
utilising the present opportunity, which may become greater
in course of time, must follow this course. Other may differ.
You may criticise it. But you may not do so without proposing
another line of possible action. We have rejected the Gandhian
Satyagraha, and the idea of war resistance canvassed by other
"Leftist" groups. The critics of our policy must offer a third
alternative line of action.
For our suggestion of Coalition Ministries, we became the
butt of an attack, and promptly we went on the defensive. But
to-day the idea is generally accepted. The policy we proposed
from the very beginning as the only possible policy may now
be adopted, but it may be too late. However, we made the
right suggestion in the proper moment. We could do no more.
Our conclusion regarding Satyagraha will be more exhaustively dealt with later on. The idea of war resistance has been
discussed yesterday. The other conclusion is: "it is possible
to avoid a premature clash, bound to end in a disaster, with
the object of preserving the popular forces and preparing them
for decisive action on a more favourable oocasion which may
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come befoie long." This is the more vital point. The principle
of revolutionary strategy is contained therein. Many do not
appreciate that. Because, the courage to act according to this
Cannot always be reconciled with our desire to measure ourselves upto others' standards of leftism.
V. B. K A R N I K : I wish to give a short elaboration of
points 2 and 3 of our conclusions. If these points are properly
grasped, it will be seen that our line of action logically follows.
W e discussed the international situation yesterday, and came
to the conclusion that war resistance was not desirable. Now
we have to see whether war resistance is possible. The discussion of the Indian situation is necessary for that purpose. In
Our Thes is, a whole chapter is devoted to an analysis of
the Indian situation, and more particularly, of the relation of
forces. From that analysis, it is clear that war resistance is
not possible in the present situation.
Let me examine the re-actions of the various sections of
the Indian people. The princes and the landed aristocracy are
always anxious to render loyal services. The bourgeoisie regard
the war as a blessing because they can start fresh industries
which will provide more profitable investment for their capital.
Since the outbreak of the war, large orders have been received
by Indian industrialists. Just as the American bourgeoisie
keep out of the war, but makes huge profits, just so the Indian
bourgeoisie is more benefitted by making profit without actually participating in the war. That explains Congress politics.
But India has already been declared a belligerent. As long as
India remains a part of the British Empire, and can be relied
upon for ample supply, that is all the British ask for.
There is a good deal of misconception about the position
of the working class. It is thought that the workers generally
are opposed to the war. I know something about the Indian
workers. From personal experience, I can say that there is no
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anti-war feeling among them. They also regard the war as a
sort of blessing in disguise. Since—.the war began, employment
has in
sed.
The workers expect to get higher wages if the
r continues. If new industries grow, or even if old industries
get more orders, the workers are bound to get some benefita little more t
nent and a little higher wages. Therefore,
1
t
it be antagonistic to the war.
S i m i l a r i s the position of the peasantry. The prices of
agricultural products have increased. Due to the rise in the
prices also of m lfactured commodities, the peasants may
leer
full benefit. But a little is sure to trickle down
even to them. For the jut
rowers, for instance, the war is
evidently beneficial. It is true that during war, international
tradt
the market contracts. But the effect of that contract
; counter-acted by the expansion of the market for
Indian goods in E
nd. The prices of agricultural commodities rose by forty per cent in the beginning. Later they went
down to twen five per cent. The peasants are bound to get
a little of the benefit. Therefore, they are not likely to join any
anti-warmovement.

w

It is said that large-scale recruitment for the army will
create popular discontent. Thaaks ia-IEa^mechanisatiuii of
the army, a 1 e number of unqualified soldiers are no longer
required.
herefore, there is no need of ""forcible recruitment.
However, as a matter of fact, any numDer of recruits will be
available to the army. From all sides, there is complaintlhat
his or t h a t C

iity is PYPrnptp.fi

frnm_rprrmfmpr|t

In

°unjab, recruitment is going ^ T i n full swing, but there is no
The decisive factor is the ec.nnnmir. bankruptcy
of t
Re
itme&t—offers them ^"some—relief.
In the arn
they will be in a much better condition than
at home. Enlistment in the army indeed is regarded as an
escape from a life of misery and starvation. Consequently,
a general spirit of war resistance cannot be createcL-by

large-scale recruitmant,
The analysis led to the conclusion that in the given
conditions there is no likelihoad_oL-a--i»ass war resistance
•lovement. On the other hand, the analysis of the international
situation brought us to the conclusion that war resistanc
is not even desirable.
V. M. T A R K U N D E : W e are expected to offer an
alternative line of action, if we wish to criticise the plan of
action already accepted. 1 have hesitation in doing so. I
only want to raise some fundamental questions. I doubt
whether, in framing our resolution, we should be guided by
the principle of placing ourselves in the position of the
Working Committee of the Congress. By passing this
resolution, we shoulder the responsibility for the consequences
of—all the possible—misdeedsj—failures and mistakes of the
Congress leadership. They did not prepare the counti
d
therefore we have suggested an alternative lint
Another object of our resolution is the crystallisation of the
revolutionary forces in the country. That could be done by
exposing Gandhism which should, therefore, be included in
the resolution. The resulion would be very good if we were
the working Committee. Since we are not, it might be
different.
We always__havfl the inclinalioji_Jo^ards__a_,jieiea
mentality; beljevmg_that we cannot do anything^yft prpfpr I
to sit quiet.-fGarrdni prepares tor Sat\'aKmH^r^Ht^T^wV~dc^
not want. We mustrarry on—any preparations on om t ,,
line. Is it not possible to organise preliminan
ruggles of
a partial nature ? That must be done before the final
struggle for the capture of power. If we decide to sit queit
because the revolutionary forces are not mature, they will
er be mature. We always maintained that a large M; er
of partial struggles was necessary to Jrain—t#e—peopfe for a
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revolutionary struggle. The non-co-operation movement of
1930 did stimulate partial struggles. It is in consequence of
those struggles that the Congress got its hold on the masses.
Because a revolutionary movement is not possible
for the moment, we must consider the possibility of the
Satyagraha struggle. It is no means for the attainment of
complete independence.
But it may be useful for the
development of those revolutionary forces and conditions
which will lead to a large-scale revolutionary struggle. W e
must, therefore, examine the possibilities of Satyagraha not
from the point of view of whether it is good or bad, but
of developing the revolutionary forces. Let us forget for
a moment that Gandhi does not want a mass Satyagrahar
and letTIus^assume that it is started. What would be the
result of such a movement ? W e have already seen that*the
leftist movement inside the G
iriginated in the failure
of the first non-co-operatiQiLxampaign
became stronger after
the failure of the 1932 movement. The failure of Gandhian
radical isation
partial struggles causes disillusionment
of the_j)eople. APie__ia£k__andfile of Gandhist Congress
workers are all only misguided petit-bourgeoisl .Once they
are—disjjllnsinnf»d ahnnr Gandhist politics, tngy may join us.
Political propaganda can never take theplace—of—political
experienced The necessity of the capture of power is there.
r.
But if the people do not understand its importance, it cannot
be realised. Only by their own experience can they come to
think seriously of an alternative course of action. They must
be disillusioned first. Now they think only in terms of
Satyagraha. The situation may change after another failure
of civil disobedience. Many of us are products of previous
failures. The process may still have to go on.
On the one hand, the Satyagraha struggle dis-illusions
many workers and, on the other hand, it gives some political
training to the masses. Some think that the masses are
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very revolutionary. I think they are the most reformist lot.
The^__mus.t_hfi made "revolutionary by training in struggle.
W e should not attach too much importance to idelogical
clarification and training. That alone will not create a
revolutionary cadre. For that purpose also partial struggles
are necessary. Satvagraha affords us the opportunity for
organising partial struggles.
T>

Vr4

But even if mass Satyagraha is launched, it will end in
a compromise. Revolutionaries need not be against compromise
ad suggested terms for a
on principle. W e ourselves had
compromise. Because Satyagraha is a means for compromise^
/
mpromised //"
we should not Hold that it should not be started! It mayv
cement the union between the Indian bourgeoisie and
imperialism. But at the same tirne^ \l m5y also
advantageous for us. It will not give effective political power
to the masses. But the compromise resulting from it may
mean a little more political power for the masses than they
possess ~To-day. iXTmay not appreciabl^rb^tTeT^the-eond+tiens
_of-their-daily life. But with a little more political power,
they can fight for it more effectively. Supposing that Dominion
Status will be granted on the Congress agreeing to offer
safeguards for British interests; that will not solve the
economic preblems of the country; but it would mean that,
in the internal political organisation, the masses will have some
more power.
The popular ministers will have improved
their position.
y y -6

_

•J^The war has placed Gandhism in a rrisjg
The usurpers
of Congress leadersjiij3jnjJSt__show a way out. The failure
to do so will be advantageous for us, because the political
workers will be disillusioned. Our resolution might start
with the.assertion^ that_Satyagraha will not lead to complete
!r>d^pec4eBce>-ihaL-lhere_,must, hff^capture of power. Then
we must add that, since the Congress has decided upon
Satyagraha, it must be a • * r f a s i $ a t y a g r a h a \ The move
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idLjm
e should demand that, instead of starting ^atyagraha with
rue and Utopian ideas, it should be on economic issue.
>ur resolution must conform with our analysis of the situation.
it we should not go too far ahead of the people. Let us
go step by step. Leaders should lead, but not go out of the
"sight of the masses. Let first things be done first.

0

-

TYAB_ S H A I K H : Comrade ..3^ricun_de_ has suggested
an alternative policy which requires consideration. The
possibilities of Satyagraha movement pointed out by him canpot be disregarded. He is of the opinion that a Satyagraha
campaign is still necessary to convince the Congress rank
and file of the futility of the GandhisJ_jx)licy. He proposes
that we should take up such a position as will keep us
organically connected with the Satyagraha movement started
hy thft_Congress. As against Gandhi's idea of individual
Satyagraha, we should press for a mass__jnovement with
economic demands. At present, practically there is no
possibility of Satyagraha. Even if we compel the leaders to
start one, it will only dissipate mass energy. We should
know that from past experience.
Our task is to make the movement accept the programme
ofJSaJjo^aJJDejrioj^ti^^
We have been carrying
fon a mass agitation pointing out the folly of a movement
^vvhich does not lead anywhere. We have been able to
radicalise the rank and file to some extent. Otherwise,
we would not be here to-day. A revolutionary action dries
not mean our participation in every lathi charge.
If the Co^ess_launches Satyagraha^—H-will be only
•'ithllje^puTp^roLalcompromise. We, on Ihfr other han<J,
wjinj_tgj)ushjhe movemenLjarther. It is our responsibility
to point out at every stage that the leadership is committing
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mistakes. W e want to develop the Congress into a party of
the people. None of us is opposed to that.
W e cannot
simply go in the streets and start a struggle. We cannot
mobilise the peasantry in partial struggles with economic
demands without having organic connection with them.
Political consciousness of the people is an essential condition.

•^

Mass Satyagraha in the village means no-rent compaign.
It wiTneadno-where. The leaders will be arrested immediately
and the result will be neither political training for the masses
nor any redress of thp\r partial grievances.
It is wrong
to think that we are sitting idle and discussing ideology. W e
have accomplished certain things.

t

Jk^
-

•

A

Comrade Tarkunde__says__that
compromise is not
ipippi-miccihip Tt i<? nnt. But what do we mean by compromise ? W e have clearly defined the terms on which a
compromise can be made to the advantage of the movement.
W e suggested partial political demands. A National Militia
Ts~TcTbeformed not witfa-the- purpose-oft he imaginary defenee
of India. W e want a fortification against counter-revolutionary
suppression and exploitation. Our objection to Satyagraha is
not—be€ausfi_jt_will lead to a compromise^ W e shall participate in any Satyagraha movement if it is going to be launched.
But let us not be impressed by mere phenomenal happenings,
but by the fundamental postulate of our movement. Under
the given sitution, things many change, and the Congress
leadership compelled to adopt our line. Then again we shall
have to suggest the next step.
_ W . G. K U L K A R N I : W e have developed some prejudices about certain words. One of them is ^ r a p x p ™ ^ '
Because of these complexes, we tear out a portion of our
pjegramme, and come to a \yrong conclusion by analysing
Nobody has suggested that we should sit tight. We have
qftgied a .programme, not to be executed by the L. R. C.

p
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independently, but for the entire political movement to follow.
Any struggle of whatever chara*cTeT~~lias its advantages.
Therefore, supposing Satyagraha is started, it will also be
advantageous in some way. But I maintain that the result
of all struggles is notjiecessarilya dvantageous. A premature
clash
bound to bring disaster to a movement. In 1931,
when the movement had practically stopped, we advise_d-the

\1

leadership to suspend^it. In 1932 the movement was forced,
and the result_jjgas a disaster. Therefore, we_criticised it.
The demoralisation _cajiS£d_by the failure of the 1932
movement was so great that no movement could again be
anised until 1937. And that also_was_not a struggle, but
an election campaign. It is wrong to believe that, once a
movement is started, it will create dis-illusionment about the
present leadership and lead to further clarification of ideas.
Once we agree on the principle that a premature clash should
be avoided, it is obviosly wrong to welcome any struggle;
simply because some people speak in terms of struggle, we
Tieed not join the chorus. Let us not have a conformity
complex.
Enough has_been said about Satyagraha. If a movement
will ever be started in the form suggested by Comrade
Tarkunde, it will no longer be Satyagraha. It would be a
m a s s mnvPTtipnt w i t h a revnlutlnnary---rnntenfr.

It

is not

the

' word, but the content which counts i __The_term Satyagraha
has a definite meaning. We want an—entirely- different form
of struggle. Why should we call it Satyagraha ? Therefore,
there is no sense—m-msiGting upon the present leadership
launching Satyagraha on a mass scale.
Partial stru
as no tax_compaign etc., will be
considered by the present leadership as red ruin and anarchy.
The Satyagraha movement will be-e&tied off as soon as it will
assume such forms. We must takeour programme as a whole

IS
and analyse it as such.
any confusion.
"

Then there will be no room for

V. B. K A R N I K : Comrade Tarkunde has raised the
question of the utility of Satyagrahju, Before I
deal with that, I invite the attention of our comrades to the
resolution itself. Comrade__ Tarkunde's speech and the
speeches of some other comrades suffer from the misconception
that we have taken up a passive attjitade, that we maintain
thaLaothing can be done duridgjhe war. Please, read clause
14 of the resolution, where concrete actions are suggested:
u
To remove all restrictions upon mass movements, organised
and directgd_by_JocaTT^dfi
ThTftees for the redress -of
the daily grievances of the people and for enforcing partial
political and economic demands." Our suggestion is that
struggles for partial political and economic demands should be
conducted through Congress Committees^—WhaFis to be done
if the__Congxess Committees do not allow that ? That question
__ js aUn answered in the resolution. When it was adopted, the

z

Congress programme did not exclude the development of
partial struggles. Qux_resoIuliarj
also—iucluded__paxlial
struggles. That is certainly not a policy of inaction.
As regards our suggestion -that Congress Ministries
should not resign, there is doubt as t o h o w they could__deiejidcivil liberties. W e have also said thatno_jnyjJ_Jihexi3L-exists
in our country. Restrictions of the__freedom of speech and
association are "already~_there^— Nevertheless, under the
Congress Ministries, there was some relaxation. They could
have trietl to safeguard at least that much. That would
have most probably led to friction. W e suggested that the
Congress Ministries should be directed not to shirk conflicts.
Our resolution demands implementing of the Congress Election
Manifesto.
W e demanded that the Congress Ministries
should function as_spjearheads_jol- popular revolt. The plan
of action suggested by us could be put into action immediatly

/

s
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if they did that. If we did not advocate only such plans of
ction as could be immediately acted upon, we could pass
any number of highsoundidg resolutions, but that would be
acting as mere irresponsible propagandists.
Our plan of
action is meant for action, not for mere propaganda.
The only alternative suggestion so far made here is that
we should insist upon the launching of Satyagraha. It has
been asked why should we not demand that a mass civil
disobedience compaign with economic demands be immediately
started. But that demand
ljToJJl£-jij3ejiiand for Satyagraha.
1 he civil disobedience campaigns of the past were not started
for enforcing economic demands. A mass__ciiLil disobedience
with economic demands is entirelydifferent from Gandhian
Satyagraha. "YYe must examine whether the present Congress
leadership can ever be expected to launch the kind of movement
Jf -vte-Avant. We should also consider if it would be possible
even for us to do so, assuming that we shall have captured the
Congress. Much has been said about partial struggles. Such
struggles with economic demands can take place only locally.
There can be no All-India partial struggle for specific
economic demands. The economic demands__oi_the masses
vary from province to pfgvjnce and even from district to
:. Moreove
velopment and conduct of partial

(J

struggles will be influenced by local conditions. If a strike
^ i s started in Bombay for higher wages, it will have to be
_ conducted according to local conditions.
It cannot be
converted into a nation-wide strike. Then the demands of the
various sections of workers in the same place also vary. A
nation-wide
le can take Djace_only_on_ national demands,
|o__alL_secti ,_xtf—the oppressed masses.
For
,^example. the demand for land to^thgjTPaj^^ js a national
demand. But it cannot be the__object-Ql-a- partial struggle.
J > a r food allowance, might also-be a slogan appealing to the
('^workers every where. But again, the concrete demand will

y

i
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vary^frojrL place to place. In
percent: in M.idra
srhaps
employers n
the di
may refuse. How would you pre
first place from
back to
immediate demand for the peasantry

^

place to place. Therefore. I (
wide struggle on pai n i l econo

it
iy be twenty
i. In one i
e, the
in
,
they
it tl
rs in the
?
J
i oncrete
varic
till more from
lsualise a
nands.

Comrade T a r k u n d e s
that
reformist struggle. In fact, It is not even • t
launched for
c
in
m de

nation-

s<
It is not

]
andhian stri
i not for redre
f certain grievances here
nd there; it is
id to be for gain
poli
independence.
vnlt nf thp.
A struggle of that nature must be a
re5 we Have
a
fepeatedly said that the civil dis-obedience
lent is a
nonsense, unles
it is started as
ude to a n
lutionai
n i a s s ^ u p h e a v a l . } A no* tax campaign, tor example, can be
effective only in that sense.
a mal
of fact, d u n
a
civil dis-obedience movement, all pai
ie
impossible.
1 herefore, it is a mock struggle
nl
dissipates mass ene
.

It has been said that the C. S. P. was form
upon
collapse of the last civil dis-obedience movement. Fr<
it is inferred that another civil dis-obedience campaign
accelerate the process of radicalisation. Most probably
will be so. But the cost is very h i.
e
dis-obedience movements practically
-Ted the
national struggle.
l o radicalise a f
idi\
cost of the wh(
national s t n
i
a

/

costly affair.

i

-

\ \

Jience ib launched.

:

W e shall U

en

the
that
wi
that
nil
nre
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the futility of Sat>
But can we demand the launching
of Sa
iha knowing that it will lead nowhere. That is
the t. ICS of thtL . J ^ _ a n d _ C .
I'., who^ want to propel
lership. They can do that, b< use they
believe that, once (iandhi starts a struggle, they w ill develop
it. W e
i not believe that conditions are ripe for
any
such d
pment, even if the Gandhian leadership would
permit us to do so. Therefore, we have set to our-selves the
k of
ating tl e conditions. Satyagraha will not serve
that purpose. More-over, there is much talk about it, but
st »us preparation is being made. If t h e S a t y a g r a h a _ s t a '
e shall be prev
ed from making the kind of pi
tions
we h e in mind. If civil dis-obedience was the kind of
re-formist struggle wl h could be utilised for quickening the
>litical consciousness
the m
we would welcome it.
it to day, civil d: >bedience does not contemplate anything
of the kind. It holds before the country only a chimera of
tidependence. <\ sm
ith tho detngn^7
r i mple,
of adult fr
e would contribute a lot to the growth of
political consciousness. It would serve a useful purpose W e
certainly would join
ich a movement. But the I iandhian
ityagr iha will only dis-organise the national struggle. We
are not prepared to risk that only with the hope of getting a
few recruits to our organisation.
Satyagral
is inevitable
gte^wil l_beorgan ised.
We suggested what should be done. W e formulated minimum
demands for the purpose. So, it is not correct to say that
ours is a policy of in^agiierT^li t h e ' Congress leadership
adoptecfthe plan of action re-commended by us, the movement
could be developed to a higher stage in no time, and t)
conditions for the seizure of powejiwould be create
- ^ B D I H f-AH^SAFDAR:
methods of carrying on revol

There are
.nary work

only
three
or political

tfi

w

£
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activities in general.

Satyagraha

the Gandhist

niethocL

The National Front group and j?ther so-called leftists have
* also adopted this method
Thev beliet the S a t y a g r a h a
movement can be transformed into a revolul
ary struggle.
Our method is entirely different. J Mir i olution proposes
a series of activities which are required and possible to-day.
I'hose activitjgs_wjll prepare i h e c o u n t r y for revolutionan
action at a later sta
it is very silent work.
But

" «

revolutionary

work

is_n

r]y silent,

not

bombastic.

The

Bolshevik P a r t y of K'ussi:i. for e x i m p l e , never organised
anything very spectacular. , ' E v e n after the revolution, Stalin,
for example, was not a popular hi
Actually, he was
not even known to many. T h eJe_aiiexs_aiso worked silently.
For long years, they worked that way
engaged
in
preparatory activities.
T h e Natii il Front group and the Forward
Bloc
advocate war resistance and demand immediate launching
j)\ Satyagraha which they hope to transform into a revolutionary
struggle. T h a t attitude pre-supposes certain things: firstly,
that the conditions are favourable for the capture of power
h
\**

and secondly, that if a movement is

launched it can

be

transformed into a revolutionary struggle. The pre-suppositions
are altogether gioundless. T h e conditions are absent. W h a t
are the main conditions for the capture of power? They are
three. Firstly, the dis-organisation of the established State,
io that it can be overthrown; second
mass revolt against
intolerable__c_Qrjditinns ; and thirdly, the presence of an
or
d—force
ready to capture politicalpojSLfir.
The

« »

conditions of the masses are miserable. Nevertheless, it is
evident t h a t j h e v are not vet prepared t" rmnU
J h e conditions
must not only be in-tolerable, but the masses should also
realise t h a t t h e r e is no hope QJ_Jjnjjroving
m except
A

through a rc_Y.ol«4-Hm. 'I hat is, revolutionary conscious-ness
-oX__the masses.
There is no political party capable of
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er.

do not i
i war,
many counti
led.

mi
b
the ere

Obj

:ly,
revolutionary
iditi< u
it. But objectn
nditions alone
lution inevitable. In the y
after the
nditii
were 1 ipe in
1 ut in oiny one country the revolution

I '•'•.'! • it v,rs rmly ,ll -r^ th?t ?b** if
lutionory
LD
Hi.1-- * b a t s i
clj
i is a]
it.
nlv group w- h is tryi
reat< it. Therek
\

w ith-out any
concentrate all c ur erergv en

Q£LOI the -pa

II

dis-o mise the movement. If it
ched
he
t will be to pacify the masses. A
ure clash >
ruin the movement for m y years,
des t<> co
Lherefore, we mi
t the
•cfive < levi
a into I
uti< nary massWe i
'
red in the preparatory worl
nec«
in
nry j olitical \ arty.
Par:
stru
are i
I in tl
preparatory work. Tt is
J in
f
a. There!
our resolution
requires no revision.
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CONCLUDING

SPEECH

By
:v^
V ° l)V»

M.N ROY

*
^

5 ne remarks on the m i fundamental |
in to-day'
u n will not be r u t <
been mm h talk
it
p As i
principle, we leject the i
rri
hs, we must admit that t

blems in
- I here

has

nai •

it as practic.
for coi
mis

even in a revoluticnaiy stru
'I hat
a lcii
in a
° promise which may place the forces of rt\jBtrategic
sition. But the
r.nmprr
ich .
j> • / i b a d flavour that,
len-ever it is mentioned oi
in is flooded
i " (jLwith all sorts of dis-agreaiik: pic tures P P vent:
dfiii—thinkim
T h e fundamental questi* n inv< Ived is about I
ice i
partial demands in a revoluti
irv struggle. She
e in
a revolutionary

i

stand i

sj v

le-h

gers^) or is it

permissible, under certain conditions, to put fc

ird

partial

demands which might appear reformistic ?
If partial demar<' are put forward as end by
thev cannot be the lever for revolutionary a<

themselves.
If thev

are used as the means tor developing a revolutionary struggle,
they have a place in r
acti
Tl e dif
ilty
arises from the fact thai
o v * 1 reformists or
s
t±L
identical demands. The difflj
ty i s obviated j ^ y conceivii
the partial tlei
L^^traiisi
which help the r< ilutionary f< rces :
from
of the struggli
i another, can serve t
revolutionary pur)
w h a t e v e r may he theii apparent meaning.

i

*\

Already for s r m e ye:
the inability of half-]
ked re
importance of partial demands.

! p
io in
W l u i r e v e r we

inst
tl
ingested

n
xret'

^ens ro \w tnk*n in n f en sifuati*
were
I maligned by people who do not realise the

m

Mi

it ion slogans,

Ever since

I. from

time

to tin
practically in every Congress Session, we proposed
'me pi
oj -ncrete action. W e did not believe that the
n of that programme would mean the attainment
of complete independence. Our contention was that, if it was
acted upon, the forces of revolution would be mobilised and
brought up to a It I where they could enforce greater
dt

mds, and the revolutionary struggle as a whole would

5 thus be advanced,

evv
re

ie_Gandhist mentality, whi< thinks in terms of passive
e or civil disrobedience, is incapable of understanding

our approach to the problem. The Gandhist method is a
hole-hogging bombast, representing Utopian
reformism.
since it never Ihini
in ten
of re\nlutionary capture of
/jxnver, it i s sublimely in ferent to the practical ^problems of
impiifies—»
effective mass mobilisation.
_ 3 a y s : We must have Swaraj; although it appears impossible
/ of attainment in our way, we refuse to consider any other way,
and must wait with heroic passivity until imperialism will
kindly liquidate itself? The refusal to do what can be done
m a given situation necessarily means /fnactio
attempt

tfi

what cannot obviously b e g o n e , is, adventure.
The practical revolutionary must steer clear of the futility
on the ne h a n d ^ a n d disaster, on the other.
In critical
moments, we must operate wijji_ partial demands and
transition slogans with the object of occupying strategic
positions to be used eigther for defence or for the offensive,
as the case may be.

1 dis-obedience movement was on the

point

of

being

iguidated by the Delhi Pact^JL had a discussion with a
prominent Congressman in Bombay about the necessity of

> \
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a plan of action for keeping the mass movement going, so
a T ' t o prevent dem<
.
I sug
d :
ition with
iriial e
mv
litical *
inds. The Con>
-man
dis-clajnfu_lly replied: " H o w can we think of such petty
things when we are fighting for Sw
ij
Just at that
moment, the Delhi Tact was putting an end to the romance
of atcaing P u r n a Swaraj t h m u ^ h 1
, T h a t is
al Gandhist mentality.
T h a t Congressman late r on
became one of the pillars of the Congress S( ilist P a r t y .
Whenever
suggested partial demands or transition
slc{
r »
the struggle, that was the re-action
not only from the Gandhists, but also from the left wing of
the Gandhist movement.
T h e so-called leftists
in the
Congress are all left wing Gandhists. Therefore, they also
cannot think exceut in terms of Gandhism.
They are
^'extremist Gandhists, so to say. In the old Congress, there
were moderates and extremists, both wanting self-government
within the British Empire, with the only difference
that
the former wanted to go slow, while the latter, somewhat
more quickly. Similarly, the official leftists in the Congress.
• -day want to use the method of ( -idhism with greater
vigour.
T h e great confusion about Satvairraha has hgfin rrpatpd
the left wing (iandhists. They have created the impression
that Satyagraha can De the method of a revolutionary struggle.
They share yet another thing with the Gandhists, namely,
t h i s s h o w v humbug. They want to jump high up without
bui'ding the stairs. Since this romanticism has come to be
regarded as leftist politics, some of us have also cultivated
the idea that, if we do not share it. we are not real leftists.
The fact, however, is that we are the only sane people in
the lunatic asylum of Indian politics.
The impression of
isolation arises from that fac

^
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Th

ideol«

I clarific

n is so very essential.

Of course.
v\
id
\ does not become a
R lun
veu with a correct ideol. one m:iy_
to De a reyolu nary, if he does not act uc to hjs__convicti(j»i.
s not_kiiD-w_j3f.i\v fo-de—?•'. Experience i
tial for
;
ide
I ut
can
hi e n
its
. illem
musl be an id dogy, L-I.1
urie
ith
standing if it. In the
s ol
will gather around them. Thai is the
process
ideoli
1 clarifi
It is true that without
polit
:ivity
e (
1I03 I clarification.
Bu
true that iiit- id
clarification
the
n ses through the experience
itru le pre su oses the
existem
aup of pe
who have i jady acquired the
x
necessary idi
cal clari
ion
.•
it have
school
without 1
rs.

r
I

The 1
ted !
idhist ideology a well
by th
.g of the left-,
g (.j.indhists must be removed.
In our Inaugural C
the ( igress was
_clgarl.y- de lined. The fr
mental
pie of leftism in our
day must be the 1
of Gai
1. It is ,1
self-contained system.
We cannot reject its ideol' •/ and
accept its technique. The most conclusive and smash in
reply to the National Front t
<er leftists was
rven by Ivajendra Pabu
the Raj
irh Con^
He
I:
These pe le admit that they have no oth
weapon than
agraha; they admit that Satj
raha is the weapon of
our national struggle. But we h e invented the weapon.
Therefore, we should know how and when to use it. These
people claim to know it better. That is ridiculoi
If they
want to adopt our n nod, they should follow us implicitly,
If we start from the assumption that Gandhism is an
•revolutionary phi lose ^ j t •'
that a
method of struggle io
uisaut tu

k
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x

serve an anti-revolutionary purpose. How can it be possible
to criticise G a n d h i s m a n d . at the same time, i
t th
the
Gandhian—techniqjULe__ot_strL]gg]e must
adopted? 1 he
Ramgarh resolution does mention Satyagraha. It
it
is inevitable. But in the next paragraph, it draws attention of
all Congressmen to the supreme importance i the
mdhist
constructive—programme. Immediately aft
resolution
was adopted__G_andhi was made the supreme commander c
the announced Satyagraha struggle. H e precribed hov
would J a k e place. That being the case, Is there :
for
the contention that according to the Ramgarh resolut
longress must start a mass Satyagraha ? W e
t
Congressmen sh« uld be politically educated through the
perience of struggle. But they won't listen to u \i we als<
speak of Satyagraha. Jji Satyagraha, they will foil
Gandhi
the Saint ofjatyagarha. They will do exactly -what
supreme commander w_flnjs them to do,
i
_We_IrieiL_±o-ma4ce the
stages. IjovvLJLhas become
we want to make something
Gandhists will s ay : '^We
you need jiot teach us. "

best of Satyagraha in its earlic
something entirely different. If
different out of Satyagraha, the
know better what Satyagarha is
t: is said

that" w e _ i n n s t

lead the

masses, but not go too far ahead of them. True. But I
not see how this principle can be applied to the Satyagraha

a

movement. What purpose will be served by our advocating
Satyagraha with economic demands ? The Gand
ts wi
saj^-thal_ii_js_not_for others to tell how a Satyagra
should be conducted.

j

Gandhi

has already

what

th

struggle should be. It is the working of the
ailed
tructive programme. Those who do not obey his dictate- ill
be condemned as not Satyagrahis, and again we shall be
confronted with the spectre of isolation. I
Cc4ttradfi__Tarkundff'£_aitejrnative proposi
[p i
much. But let me emphasise that his theoretical
h is

\*r
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/perfectly sound- That is our approach. But the way he
/ suggests will not lead us any closer tq_the__masses. Mere
\ must be some other way.
___VVe are against Satyagraha because it is bound to end in a
compromise.
Nevertheless, if a Satyagraha movement is
conducted with transition slogans, that is, partial demands we
fthpnlH wplrnmia-it^- We always believed that a mass civildis-obedience can be the prelude to a revolutionary up-heaval. if
it_is conducted with a revolutionary spirit. But the very spirit
of Satyagraha is anti-revolutionary— So r _we_reject it, we do
so not only because it is bound to_end in a compromise, but is
actually dangeip_us. Yet, we have decided to join a mass civil
dis-obedience movement if it is started. Where the masses are,
thcfe-Aye-~mnstrgo~r~lr tbey go to the lunatic .asylum, I am
afraid, we may have tn go pypn thara.—But we need not lead
them there.
Our attitude towards Satyagraha is clearly
defined. We are of the opinion that Satyagraha is no longer
contemplated as a mass movement, and therefore it will give
no political training to the masses. In order to be a Satyaijgrahi. one must be a hypocrite and a liar.—One must say that
byspjnning_jyp shall get independence. How can that lead us
to_the_masses, I cannot understa

Let it be.

civil disobedience. If it is launched, we shall join it, even knowing its
^ hi itions. But to-day Satyagraha does not mean mass civil
iiohedie
Lliias heengjyen a definite character. Practi5aj_rjohtical workers, not to mention revolutionaries, cannot fit
into the scherneof Satyagraha. Therefore, we must resist its
compulsory enforcement.__There is resistance, wh
there are__Radica>. ('Do not sign, but o not resign
is the___siflgag_i_in reply to the damand of either signjng~TEe"
•Uyagraha__Pledgeor resigning from the Congress Committees. It has happened in a number of places. If we join
i t

/)0 T*
d

"1

£*'
-v^
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the Satyagraha preparations, in order to jaress our economic
demands, we shall have to sign the pledge. By doing so, we
may remain closer to the very backward masses of Congress
member-ship; but at the same time, we shall retard the process
of radicalisation of the masses. Is that permissible? Will
be of any usej We shall create the illusion that by doing
tb£-things__pxescribed for Satvagrahis, Swaraj can be attained;
that all thosp ahsurditi^g ?ro pprmissjple for a revolutionary.
Our purpose in every respect will b % better served if we resist,
do not sign the Satyagraha Pledge, nor resign. On the issue
of resignation, we should go to the rank and file Congressmen
and say: You-eJected us to the Committer; we d'd these and
_these things.
Do you apprgYe-or-net?—We can start a masscampaign on this issue That may develop into a countrywide agitation, which will have substantial political result.
If we have not developed sufficient activity, that is no fault
of our line. We are not active enough. Long speeches are
made, but when it comes to mass activity, there are all sorts
of excuses.
jpstead of falling in line with the more backward section
of the Congress rank and file, we can also approach the masses
by means of this campaign. Every one of us has been elected
b y a group of Congressmen. W e can address our-selves to them
and explain qur__programme, including partiaj^struggles. etc.
B u t t h a t will not be war resistance. Newspapers do not flash
ews nf lhat kind of work. W P may have to go from house
to house to get some Congressmen together, perhaps not more
than two in the beginning. But that is real mass activity.
That is how mass activity begins. The flashing kind of mass
activity leaves no lasting effect. W e do not want that kind
of activity.
-—E-very timp Gandhi Started a_civiljis obedience movement,
larp.d ohjp.qLigxJioing^sowas to check the "forces of
evil". Xhe forces of mass revolt, of revolution, are forces of
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evil for the Satyagrahis. On several occasions, a mass moveme
great potentialities was sabotaged by Gandhi. W e
>us Bardoli resolution which represented
The result wasa_jadioie_period of
lion and futile constitutionalism. Tha_ino^ejri^nt was
or.ictirally de-compQsed«- The result of the civil dis-obedience
.,7 of Iv3i) was_revgrtion to parliamentarism and the eventual
ft aT
office. These results, in their turn, depressed
/ / all mass activity and created a mentality which is simply
. Congressmen no longer think in political terms.
Tii
le a virtue of imbecility.

V

There are other instances of mass movements—impeding
revolutionary developments—'J he British Trade-Union movement, for example: it had its historic ^ignifirpnrp. But its
result has been the greatest bulwark against revolution in
J 1. Similarly, there might have been some incidental
good results of the civil dis-obedience movements. But the
main result is harmful. Let us examine Satyagraha in the
most idealised form: a mass n i n v ^ p n t MM Hi all \t$ rftynltirinn.ary possibilities. Let us assume that the Congress will
star
nass civil dis-obedience movement; the leaders will
not do so with partiaj_gxmao4s. The .demand w-iilke-SwaTaj.
Gandhi will say: Let_us fill the jails and Swarai wi-lL be
ere. Jail-going is the highest form of Salyagiaha—..You
^etjhem do what-e\^r_th£^Liike^^-e-^ha4f-mterject
partial economic demands. If that can be done, a slightly
dKerent mentality may be
1^—B.ut just think of the
result: There will be a clash. Gandhist. ciidLdis^bedience
^movement is free from__liiat dangftn^ The Satvagrahis ma>
'e^kkkfidJzjL^^policeman on the—way to == ja41^-Btrt t-hat
] will be no clash. J \ will not do t o h a y e partial struggles
:
jusX_her
. T h e y musTbe organised on a countryv
rh
e result will be a country-wide clash. The
_s_pir i H
i_di
untenances such leyelopment. But
let us assume that nevertheless the stage will be reached when

-

<j
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the Satyagrahis will lose the control of the movement and
revolutionaries
11 capture it. Can we work with that perspective? It will bexoiDmitting the mortal sin of precipitating a
premature clash. We do not want that. It may be argued
that we do not want it to-day. but may do so two years later.
That is a point-less argument. It we prepare for two years
in the ri^ht way, we shall not have to start Satyagraha; then
we shall be in a position to start something else. Thus, even
if we idealise civil dis-obedience, and put all sorts of potentialities into it, even then we cannot risk it immediately. Assuming
that it will develop as we want, a chish will be precipitated
before the country is prepared to face that situation. Therefore, we should avoid even the idealised form of Satyagraha,
because it is bound to end in a disaster.
Let me repeat once again, to disabuse you
_of the fear of isolation, that, if there is going to he a <M-¥il
dis-obedience movement, we shall be in it, notwithstanding all
our reservations. But there is no possiblity of a mass civil
dis-obedience in the near future. Therefore, we shall not
isolate ourselves from the masses by declaring our opposition
to the idea of Satyagraha. W e may isolate ourselves from
the group of people controlling the Congress machinery. Is
ry tn jngratia^ nnr^glvps with sn.

criticised the National Front is ts__£ox|
ticipating in the so-called preparations for Satyagraha, we
shall not isolate our-selves from the masses, because the
masses are not involved in those preparations, nor will they
participate in the Satyagraha movement, if ever is launched.
Because we do not want to be isolated from the masses,
we don't want to participate either in the pseudo-preparations
or in the fraudulent movement.
JIP Satyagraha preparations, the Congress Committees will be put out of function. No movement
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aid then be launched in their name. But we can be
"poli illy active without starting a struggle immediately.
We
not be able to function in the name of the defunct
Cc
'SS Committees, but who can prevent us from going to
the
ogress members we had enrolled in order to make them
un.l
tand that the Satyagraha business is no good, and
explain what will be really good for them. Only then, partial
sti
ies will be possible. ^_We_sJio^ld__not_think that nothing
ear. be done without Gandhi cap on our heads. W e should
rely rather of what is in, than is on, our head.
It h been
sted that we should go ahead and precipitate
irtial stru Ies which will develope intoclashes. Because,
that will gradually become country-wide, and the Congress
leader-ship will be prevented from making a compromise with
imperialism. I i afraid the result will be just the reverse.
That will hasten the dreaded compromise, even on worse
terms. The Congress leaders will hurry up. If they were
revolutionaries and wanted a revolutionary struggle, or at
least wanted to exploit the revolutionary forces for their
purposes, the position would be different. But that is not
the case. Time and again, revolutionary situations have
been sabotaged by the Congress leadership.
The precipitation of clashes is advocated by the believers in
the spontaneity ofthe revolutionary movements; The doctrine
is that revolutionary movements can be spontaneously
created and developed. The agrument is: We start partial
struggles, clashes are precipitated," they become~country-wide,
there is distrubance throughout the country; the Congress wants
to compromise with imperialism, but in the meantime, a new
rorce has come into operation to prevent compromise, and to
push on the revolution. That is a very^jLllmw picture. But
it^Js__dragm__by_wishful thinking whigh^ dis-regards the
-situation.
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T h e r e w a s t a time, when revolutionary movements

were

_more or less spontaneous. But now the times have changed.
T w o factors are involved in a revolutionar
struggle: the
ces of revolution and those of counter-revolution.
The
forms and structure of revolutionary movements change
according to the structure of the forces opposed to revolution.
Revolutionary movements could succeed spontaneously when
the S t a t e was not so yery^. centralisecL
administration
not so very efficient, the coercive machinery not so very
perfected,
as
they are
to-day.
Because
they
are
so to-day, spontaneous development of revolutionary move
ments is no longer possible. T h e picture of local struggles
breaking out and becoming c o u n t r y w i d e is an illusion. You
will only go to jail locally and jail-going may become a
country-wide phenomenon.
But you need not Jiai£_a struggle
for that purpose.
T H P Na f i r >nal^Front and the Forward
Bloc argj-ushing to jail, not for any struggle, but only for
talking a b o u t , it.
Our experience of the realities of the
situation pre-cludes any ilusion about spontaneous revoltionary
r
--aulJireaks.
In one of my previous speeches, 1 mentioned that the
subjective factor is the decisive factor. Comrade Safdar has
also emphasised that point \vh.en speaking about the three
factors in a revolutionary situation^"** ^f thp thrpp j ^ a constant factor, namely, the dis-organisation of the StatP. But in
our days, that also does not take place so easily as it used to
hundred vears_ago. Of the two other factors, namely, the
i

intolerable conditions of the masses and the existence of a
v
revolutions t^_Rarty, the latter is the decisive in our time.
If that is the case, our plan of action must be determined
accordingly. The highest form of activity in the time of the
French Revolution was oratory. If by speeches revolutions
could be made to-day, there would have been many revolutions
in our country. T h i ^ j d e a of precipitating Ha<;hp

3«
only^f
1. but it also invoh
very serious
>blem of mass
mobilisation. Here I can only touch the problem. This
theory of s ntaneity is the expression of a state of mind I
lemned m my -Inaugural^Ad dress. It fits in with the
rphilosophy of people who think that something will somehow
happen some day, who believe that we cannot plan and
organise, but only make trouble, and from the chaos caused
by the trouble, something will come out. This perspective
is excluded by our approach to the problems of mass mobilisation. That should be clear to all who have understood our
fundamental principles and have grasped our line of reasoning.
We are neither pessimists nor defeatists. W e are simply
realists. We appreciate the difficulties. We do not want
to simplify matters, only to be baffled when faced with facts.
Things are difficult. But by realising the difficulties, we shall
be able to over-come them.
is a brilliant oppuiLunity fof-os^to win freedom.
rt it has j o m e suddenly,. and there is nobody to utilise it.
In the midst of this unfortunate position, some say: Let
us start some trouble, and something may come out of it.
hat is a policy of catastrophe. You may gamble with your
IWD heads. But you are not entitled to do so with others'
leads. Are we entitled to lead the masses in a struggle,
in which they are bound to be defeated, crushed, dis-organised
and de-moralised ? Should we dn what GapdhLjias done
•wp.nty^ears ? He has-been experimenting with the fate of a
whole nation. We have been the guinea-pigs in his laboratory.
Should^ we now imtate that practice? Should we go and try
^hgJh&or^LoLspontaneity at the cost of the masses? Gandhist

J
I

v

j g g e r i m e n t s did not cost them more than a few months in
ia.il. But the experiment of the theory of spontaneity will
Ubring. the masses jip^against the bayonets of the British army,
No use of such cheap heroics. We must have some sense of
responsibility. If in the earlier stage6 of a fight, your troops
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are demoralised, all chances of victory will dis-appear. Action
according to the theory of spontaneity would be even more
disastrous than Satyagraha.
What shall we do then? We do not want Satyagraha.
We do not want a premature clash. What, then, do we
want? To understand my reply, you shall have to discard
the prevailing idea of political activity.
Our resolution
suggests many forms of activity. I can only refer you to
our programme, and suggestions made to the Congress from
time to time. The latest was the amendment to the Ramgarh
resolution. If our su estions are rejected, what shall we do
under the given situation? That is the point of to-day's
discussion.
We started with an analysis of the international situation.
We have now analysed the national situation. The least
expected has happened.
An opportunity for decisive revolutionary action is rapidly coming, if is not already there.
We are not prepared for it. That is the situation. The
international situation may develop in one of the two
ways: Either the Germans will smash
France and
England; in that case, one condition for a revolutionary crisi
will be ripe—the State will be dis-organised. What are
re. we going \
hat the war I
to do if that happens? The other aitej^iRtiveis tha
will continue—perhaps for years. That ^ a i n w i l l mean
weakening of the State, not all on a sudden, but in a
We cannot influence events in Europe. But if we have to
choose between the two alternatives, which shall we prefer?
Would you prefer the perspective of the Fascists over-whel
lg
France_and England? Qr would von choose thai the war
continues? The Kjrilish__Qo3 nment remains in frfrfi men"time. But we shall also have time to influence event in
India and the. people_of England wrill be there to co-operate J

withjis*.
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Now we must see
*er and how we can influence
that the i
nt takes the latter course.
,: \
ili'.- use of gh
; a good plan to people
> will
I Whether there will be
:cept it or not, whether we shall our-selves be
iap
1 tQ execute it 01 not, our duty is to suggest a
Ian which. \\
ted
i. will influence events in a way
us. Otl wise, there is no point in our
to tl conclu
the latter line of development of
the I
lal situation is ]
tble to the former. The
L! n
uld lie low until he can strike and win.
our it
ution requires no revision.
1 he plan

m to be

suggested

by

us in

the

new
situatiop will include return of Congressmen to
office in coalition with the representatives of other popular
ms. We should not lament the break-down of our
ene
tl it will not help us in any way if we are not
to avail of the opportunity. Therefore, we suggest
com
tion which will bring about the situation in
a proces
If that is desirable, let us have the courage to
act accordingly. While
ssing our previous resolution,
t

.new that e could n
resist the war. An in-effective
ice
uld be useless and harmful, an effective resistance
possible. W e realised that, if the war continued,
a
>le sin
n
uld eventually develop. Therefore
i
. such advantageous
s should be oc upied as would enable us to
ail of the opportunity when it would come, perhaps in the
near future. The same principle must guide us to-day.
irting from the knowledge that three conditions must
be t
e for a re lution t& be successful, we find that only
e c ditions
be there in the near future. But
the other two are missh
Perhaps all the conditions will
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m a t u r e within a short time.
it we must a c t to-day*—I-n—
a few days, the N
y be | n _ ^ a r j s ^
be-soon
after rn London. \ \ it are we to do in the face of that
dread-ful perspective ? W e have to make a decision immediately. T h a t is the test of a revolutionary. W e must
know how to re-act to sudden changes of the situation, '1 o
delay a decision hoping that the si1 tion i y change soon,
means shirking responsibilit
the courage to m a k e
a decision to day.
The return of popular min
es is not all we suggest.
T h a t alone would not be en<
ose that with a
purpose-to temporise.
Ther .re, we must have a plan of
action for the intervening period. In this respect, our old
resolution is no longer quite valid. But I do not suggest a
revision of the resolution- T h e resolution was correct when
it was adopted.
B u t the situation has changed since then.
In the present moment, we require a new plan of action.
In making the new plan, we shall be guided by the very
^Spund principle suggested bv

Pprnr^rU TarknHp

W P ghnnM—

take the Congress leadership on its own word. W e must
tell them: You have not been able to do what you say you
want; here is a way of d
it, please try. W e shall give them
such an apparently reformistic
action as they cann
plausibly reject without exposing tfaem-selves.

The_ Congress leaders sppak constantly of Constituent
Assembly.
L e t us suggest a concrete plan of how the
demand for the Consituent Assembly can be enforced. T h e
plan is quite constitutional. There c ues in the question
of transitional slongans. 1 i e r the given situation, it should
be our policy to say : " T h e Avar is continuing; perhaps t->^
British—GQ.v.ernrnent will break _d_^yn; we shall h
to
shoulder the responsibility of governing our country ; but we
shall do__ so according to principles to be laid down in a
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Constitution. T h e Government should be based on a Constitution framed by t h e rep -enTatives of the people." I shall
•t deTail the plan as_y_ei
T h e Manifesto to be issued by the
,eague of Radical Congressmen is
d. It contains a
plan uf aCTtoTF-noTTor the L . R. C , but a plan of what should
be done mTfieinterest of the nation under the ^iven conditions
hv anybody who is willing to act in the interest of the nation.
W e do not place ourselves beyond and above the Congress.
W e do not behave like those who begin their speeches in
Congress Sessions with the procalmation. "I,__in_behalf of
this or that party, propose this ..." W e say that we as Conressmen propose this^or that should be the correct policy for
the jZonffrftss to a d n p l - You shall discuss the Manifesto.
I shall not anticipate. But it contains some bold propositions. Therefore, I must emphasise some points.
It is simple to say that we choose the latter alternative
of the possible development of the international situation.
Some may understand an idea, but in the critical moment lack
the boldness to act accordingly. If we believe that in the
given situation an apparently compromising policy is the most
helpful for the forces of revolution, we sh_oujd have the courage
to come forward with the proposition, dis-regarding the epithets
of reformists and compromisers. Wejdo not mind what people
think or_ say about:—us^_we only mind our purpose. If at a
certain stage reformism serves the purpose of revolution,
we should act as reformists.

^

Our apparent in-activity ig Hnp fo J-^A fact that we cannot always combine our theory with our practice. Intellectually,
we can appreciate our line, but we lack the courage to act
accordingly. Because, people who do not understand anything
of politics call us names. If we fail to act as f am going to
suggest, what will be the other alternative. The war will
continue; in the midst of a war, the British Government will
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have to secure the active support of some section of the Indian
people. If the Congress stay away, all sorts of other people
will offer their services. They will set up some soit of Government; even ministries of elected representatives by all of them
coming together
The new Government will be pro-imperlaist,
consisting of representatives of classes which are profiting by
the war. A political situation will be created, in which all
revolutionary activities even of the most primitive kind will
be practically impossible. There will be plenty of people to
organise/^Defence Corps^a_no!_w£_slialI ...have Fascism in our
head. Our alternative suggestion is for Congressmen to
return to office as members of more representative popular
ministries. We know they wall not act as we want. W e have
no illusion on that score. But who would deny that | ular
ministries would be better than Civil ? e rvice Raj ?

- <

W e criticised the Congress Ministries when they practised neo-constitutionalism. But it is an indisputable fact that
during the period of Congress Ministries we had more freedom
of activity. If nothing much was accomplished during that
period, it is our fault. Congressmen in general did not knowhow to utilise the opportunity. Some comrade sneered at the
idea of Congress Ministries defending civil liberties. Technically, it is a mis-leading term in our position. Civil ilberties
result from political liberty. Not having political liberty, we
cannot have civil liberties. Nevertheless, some kind of liberty
was there under the Congress Ministries. That is helpful for
the development of a revolutionary movement. A return of
Congress Ministries, re-constiuted as more representative ministries, will certainly give us a good deal more freedom in that
way. Moreover, the very effort of exercising democratic
control on popular ministries will make contributions to the

i

deveJp^mejTt_oX_masj
al consciousness. If Sir so-and-so
does something wrong, we cannot say a n y t h i i^g,g .TtecaTISeTiuTh
becaUse-TTUTh- ing more could be expected of him. But in the case of popular

*
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ministries we cou'd call upon the masses to"bring pressure on
th
lected to their present positions. CongressTmen in office ar; bound to re-act to mass pressure and make
' at least a_show of acting accordingly. ' nder popular ministries, there will be some possibility of partial struggles. At
least the very mention of struggle may not mean immediaet imprisonment. Therefore, the return of Congressmen to office as
members of more representative, ministries, not to administer the
imperalist State, but in pursuance of a programme which they
will accept perhaps only nominally, will enable us to propagate
our policy and line of action. That will provide us with the
possibility of useful activities and bring us in closer contact
with the masses and contribute to the mobilisation of the masses. It will be a programme of prolitical activity. That will
enable us to go around all the fallacies of Gandhism. With
economic demands, we immediately run up against Gandhism
with all its prejudices about brother-hood between the peasants
and landlords, labour and capital, etc. Therefore, we shall
propose such political demands as will be very difficult for
them to reject. If we propose reduction of rent, for example,
they make the counter-proposal of plying charkha, with the
contention that it will bring the peasant as much or more
additional income than a small reduction of rent. As against
our political proposals, they cannot bring forward such sophistry. If they are rejected, those who can think a little will
come nearer to us.
We must educate the people. We must draw the masses
__clQS£r_£o_usi—Biu-ttoc'arc'gYades. T r i e masses are not one
Jionqogeneous whole. We must fir^t approach_tha.t sectjon
_wJ?jch_is_Qn_a httle^jghexjeyel of intelligence, and consequently can_understand us. Bv pinning our hope to the most
backward bulk, and by adjusting our activities to the Gandhist
prejudices, we shall fail to attract more intelligent people.
With all talk about our isolation, it is a fact that the polit -
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cally minded people in our country are being influenced by
propaganda.~Dur political programme appeals to them. Therefore, it" is hot true that we are isolated. On the contrary, we
are more closely connected with that section of people which
will ultimately count, for the simple reason that they are a
little more intelligent than the rest. They also are still somewhat infected by Gandhism, but they are not satisfied with
its appeal, and therefore they are attracted by our programme
as the only intelligent a l t e r n a t i v e . The large mass of people
may be potentially more revolutionary; but because they are
culturally so very backward, the influence of Gandhism on
them is much greater, and our appeal correspondingly less.
The others, having a relatively higher educational and cultural
standard, and political consciousness, are nearer to us and
can appreciate our point of view. 1 hey are definitely shaking
off the Gandhian influence. For the moment, they are more
valuable for the revolutionary corps which we want to create.
Ten of them will mean ten more of us. W e shall not be able
to increase our ranks with recruits from the backward masses.
Still for some time, their response is bound to be disappointing. Our approach must first be to those people who are able
to understand what we say. That, however, does not mean
that we should not work among the masses. It is a question
of priority. We must multiply our-selves first, in order to be
able to influence the masses effectively. For the purpose of
multiplying our-selves, we must attach greater importance to
smaller group of people with some intelligence and education.
For the present, mass work will be rather the back-ground of our
activity. Over-emphasis may be even harmful at this stage.
By making a fetish of class economic demands, one becomes
an unmitigated economist. Let the National Front and their
like practise economism. W e should know better. It is
harmful to focus all attention of the people exclusively on
their immediate economic demands. Political issues are forgotten by the masses in consequence of that kind of reformist
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propaganda. It is said that in their daily struggle and from
its experiences, the masses will become politically conscious.
That cann
ippen, unless political issues are kept before
their eyes. Otherwise, how can they be ever conscious of
them. If in the whole scheme of our mass activity politial
issues do not appear except incidently, the masses will be
conscious only of their wages or rent; they will never be politically conscious. They will never come to realise that
decisive political events must take place before their wages
can be sbstantially increased or rent reduced.
In my opinion, the conclusion of these to-days' discussions
should be the statement that our resolution on the war was correct. Unfortunately, our suggestions were not accepted by the
Congress leader-ship. The result has been that the forces of
freedom are to-day placed in a very awkward position. They
are unable to avail of an opportunity. The strategy of a
revolutionary leader-ship in this crisis should be to find ways
and means for prolonging the opportunity, so that it become
a process. We shall propose a line of action with that purpose.
It is stated in the draft Manifesto.
I recommend its
I adoption^M
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